The Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde Curriculum Collaboration Effort
Trinity Minahan is a Confederated Tribes of Siletz member and the Curriculum Specialist for the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde. She began working for the Tribe in 2002 as an Intern in the Education Division and has been there ever since. She holds a Bachelor of Science in Social Science from Western Oregon University and a Master of Arts in Teaching degree from George Fox University. She is passionate about getting curriculum based on Oregon tribes in Oregon schools. In her spare time she enjoys exploring the outdoors, cooking, and spending time with her husband, family and friends.
In the fall of 2013, The Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde Education Division completed the first draft of a fourth grade social sciences curriculum. This curriculum was a pilot project that was brought about by the need for historically accurate and culturally relevant curriculum in Oregon schools.
The Oregon Social Sciences Academic Content Standards adopted August 15, 2011 call for fourth grade students to be able to identify and describe historic Native American groups that lived in Oregon prior to contact with Europeans and at the time of early European exploration, including ways these groups adapted to and interacted with the physical environment. The standards also want teachers to explain how people in Oregon have modified their environment and how the environment has influenced people's lives, and to describe and evaluate how historical Oregon governments affected groups within the states including tribes.
This curriculum has been long overdue, as for years there has been a lack of accurate information about Oregon tribes in Oregon classrooms. Instead teachers have been teaching about tribes outside of Oregon. With the state standards in place, it was great timing to develop curriculum that teachers could use.
The process of creating the curriculum involved the Tribe's Education Department, Tribal Library, Land and Culture Department, Public Affairs, and other Tribal staff. The project would not have been possible without the support of the Tribal Council. As the creation was taking place, the Willamina School District agreed to serve as a partner in the project and allow their fourth grade teachers to pilot it during the 2013-2014 academic year. A training was held for the Willamina Elementary School fourth grade teachers in August of 2013 that introduced the curriculum, materials required throughout the curriculum, and resources available to teachers, as well as guidelines for teaching the curriculum. This curriculum is the first of its kind in Oregon as it is a tribe specific social studies curriculum that meets state standards and was drafted by Native American educators keeping in mind the learning styles of Native American students. The lead curriculum writers are April Campbell, Kathy Cole, and Trinity Minahan. Our plan is to make our curriculum available to all Oregon teachers and schools by the fall of 2014. Training on how to use the curriculum will be available in the summer of 2014 and there is discussion of possibly using webinars to reach a larger audience statewide. The next steps for the future are to create an 8th and 10th grade social studies curriculum that meets Common Core and state standards and integrates multimedia technology. Our hope is that teachers will teach the history of our people to students with a kind heart and share accurate knowledge that can be passed down for generations to come. 
